OZO NORTH PATTAYA
Sleep, Connect and Explore Thailand’s favourite seaside playground like never before with OZO North
Pattaya. Strategically located at the north end of the 2.7 km long Pattaya Bay with the main entrance steps
from the Terminal 21 shopping mall, OZO North Pattaya offers travellers a unique chance to explore the
vibrant coastal city and its offshore islands at leisure.
Set to redefine and exceed mid-range hotel expectations, OZO North Pattaya stands out with practical yet
stylish interiors featuring innovative use of space, extensive landscaped grounds for guests to explore, and
two freshwater swimming pools for kids to have a blast and adults to relax in. Whether it’s a leisure or
business trip, OZO North Pattaya is an ideal base from which travellers can freely delve into the city’s lively
beaches, shopping temptations, cultural and business attractions as well as electrified nightlife scene,
where the fun continues until dawn.
Sleep Tight
OZO is all about a great sleep experience, so travellers can enjoy more of what the destination has to offer.
OZO North Pattaya consists of 406 guest rooms and suites across six different categories. All rooms offer
high-quality DreamMaster beds which come with pillow-top mattresses and private balconies scoping
spectacular views of the glistening sea or bustling city. Guests can freshen up under the rain shower; take
advantage of the work space, stay connected with complimentary Wifi, keep up with their favourite
content with IPTV and direct streaming, and sleep in a total black-out zone before waking up refreshed,
recharged and ready to roll.
The entry-level Sleep and Dream room categories feature clever and functional design with king or twin
beds. Travelling with kids? No worries! OZO Suite and Sleep Family room categories offer additional space
with king beds for the adults and bunk beds for the little ones in the latter category.
Our signature OZO room design features a mural wall highlighting the iconic skyline of Pattaya Bay.
Wake Bright, Stay Bright
After a restful night’s sleep, guests wake to an energising and invigorating breakfast OZO Pattaya North’s
EAT restaurant, the destination for an extensive breakfast buffet and a-la-carte all-day dining, with a
selection of Thai, Asian and international favourites complemented by artisanal coffee and locally-inspired
cocktails. Whether it’s a comfort food from home or exotic local flavours, guests can expect their cravings
to be satisfied. In the meantime, be sure to stop by the Pool Bar for a selection of cold drinks, pizza and
snacks.
Play and Work
Guests are welcome to dive into not one but two freshwater swimming pools and keep trim at the fully
equipped fitness centre. Those who find their muscles sore after a day out can drop by Breeze Spa at our
neighbouring sister property, Amari Pattaya, for a head-to-toe pampering experience. Also available at

Amari Pattaya is a wide range of indoor meeting rooms and venues for outdoor events and more
restaurants and bars.
Step Out
OZO North Pattaya is one of the best addresses in town for play and work. Terminal 21 Pattaya Shopping
Mall is just across the road, while the renowned Pattaya Walking Street and Central Festival Shopping Mall
are a bit further down. The Sanctuary of Truth, Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Museum and Tiffany's Cabaret
Show are also close by. On the south end of the bay, Bali Hai Pier – commonly known as Pattaya Pier – is a
hive of activity, with day-trippers on the way to the nearby Coral Island (Koh Larn), as well as scuba divers,
fishing enthusiasts and private charter boat trips setting off or returning to dry land.
In town on business? OZO North Pattaya’s prime position provides easy access to industrial estates, Laem
Chabang Port, Suvarnabhumi International Airport, and U-Tapao Airport. Suvarnabhumi and Don Mueang
airports are approximately 90 minutes and 120 minutes away by car, while the local airport, U-Tapao, is
only a short 30-minute ride.
##
About OZO
Sleep. Connect. Explore. However you spend your day, OZO wants you to wake up feeling inspired,
recharged and ready to roll. OZO hotels are midscale properties aimed at creating buzz and zest downstairs
– and peace and quiet upstairs. At OZO, everything we do is designed to offer a great sleep experience for
smart, savvy travellers on the go. We also know our guests are hungry for new experiences and always on
the lookout for new discoveries. We stay in the know about the local best so you form a connection with
the places you visit. OZO is currently present in Thailand, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka, with more properties
opening in the coming years. Visit www.ozohotels.com.
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